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Abstract

Shock loads induce a local tensile stress within a sample. The location and amplitude of
this high strain rate stress can be monitored respectively by the duration and intensity of
the shock. The process is applied to carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites,
involved in aeronautic or defense industry. This paper describes the response of CFRP
laminates of different thicknesses to a shock load normal to the fibres direction. The effects
of the shock duration on the wave propagation are key issues of this work. Experiments have
been performed on high power laser facilities and on a high power pulsed generator to get a
wide range of pulse duration from fs to µs. Numerical simulation provides a comprehensive
approach of the wave propagation and tensile stress generation within these complex
materials. The main result concerns the relation between the load duration, the tensile stress
and the induced delamination within 1, 4 and 8 ply composite laminates.
Keywords: CFRP composite, shock wave, load duration, nanosecond laser, femtosecond laser,
GEPI, dynamic delamination

1. Introduction
In a context of rising use of composite materials, the assessment of their strength is a key issue for the aircraft industry.
A proof-test using short shocks has been set up to verify the
adhesion between plies (Perton et al 2011, Arrigoni et al
2014, Gay et al 2014). It has the ability to generate a calibrated tension within a target: peak tension occurs when the
tensile waves meet and reinforce each other. The location of
this stress depends on the duration of the shock, on the sample
properties and thickness.
Relatively few studies describe the application of laserinduced shocks to CFRP composites: Gupta has investigated the adhesion test between plies (Gupta et al 1996) and
between the fibres and their matrix (Yu and Gupta 1998).

Gilath has studied the response of unidirectional CFRP composites to a laser-induced shock (Gilath et al 1990, 1993).
The SATAC program (Shock Adhesion Test for Adhesively
Bonded Composites) aimed to study the composites behaviour at very high strain rate in order to verify their adhesion
(Perton et al 2011, Ecault et al 2013, Gay et al 2013, 2014).
However, the response of composites in the fs regime, as well
as the effects of the shock duration on these materials, have
never been reported.
In this context, this work reports the development effort to
characterize the response of aerospace-grade CFRP laminates
to a shock load normal to the fibre direction (out-of-plane).
The effects of the shock duration are particularly investigated
in this study. The impacts are induced by ultra-short laser
pulses (300 fs and 9 ns pulse duration at Full Width at Half

Table 1. Material properties (T for transverse, L for longitudinal direction) (Gay 2011).

Epoxy
Ply dir T
dir L

Initial density
(kg m−3)

Young’s
modulus (GPa)

Poisson ratio

Sound velocity
(m s−1)

Impedance
(g cm−2 s−1)

1260
1630
1630

5.2
12.6
202

0.35
0.3
0.27

2600
3000
8100

0.33.106
0.49.106
1.32.106

Maximum, FWHM) and by a pulsed power generator (450 ns
load duration), with a strain rate of about 107, 106 and 104 s−1,
respectively. A finite-element analysis enables to understand
the wave propagation and attenuation, and the tensile stress
generation within these multilayered materials. The study
investigates two major points: the effects of the shock duration and sample thickness on the wave propagation, and the
induced delamination. The goal is to set up a data base that
could be used to evaluate the response of a composite within
the analyzed range.
This article is divided in 6 sections. Section 2 describes the
CFRP laminates involved in this study. The next section introduces the stress generation using laser-induced shock and the
experimental and numerical configuration. The effects of both
load duration and sample thickness on the composites are
studied in section 4. A discussion concludes this article.
2. CFRP laminates
CFRP composites are extensively used in modern aircraft
structures due to their high strength-to-weight ratio. The
materials chosen in this study are CFRP laminates manufactured using the carbon fibres G40-800-24K reinforced epoxy
Cytec® 5276-1. They are representative of industrial applications in aeronautic field. Baseline samples are 1, 4 and 8 ply
laminates with a lay-up sequence of respectively [0/90°]S and
[0/-45/90/45°]S, their approximate thickness is 170, 650 and
1300 µm. Samples from the same batch are cut to 15 × 15 mm
specimens.
The average diameter of the carbon fibres is 5 µm, their
volume ratio is 0.7. A 30 µm thick interply provides adhesion
between plies. This epoxy layer is also observed at the surface
of the laminate.
The samples are represented in the models by oriented
plies between thin epoxy layers, with properties given in
table 1. The layers thickness (considered constant) is measured on the laminates cross-sections. Their dynamic behaviour is described using an elastic law (Parga-Landa et al 1999,
Zaretsky et al 2004). The homogenized wave sound velocity
C0 in the transverse direction of the laminate is estimated at
2880 ± 20 m s−1. The acoustic impedance Z is defined as the
product of the density and sound velocity.
3. Tensile stress generation using shock load
3.1. Principle of tensile stress generation

A high intensity shock drives a compression wave within
the impacted specimen, followed at the end of the load by a

release wave that relaxes the material to its initial state. This
pulse propagates through the sample thickness to the opposite surface, where it is reflected back as a tensile wave. For
homogeneous materials, the maximum tension is obtained
when this tensile wave is no more superimposed with the incident compressive wave. It is thus located at a distance of ½
C0 × τload from the back surface (Antoun et al 2003), where
τload is the load duration of the pulse. It is then possible to
locate this stress. It is able to delaminate the sample at a subsurface location, depending on its amplitude and duration and
on the sample properties.
This stress can be used to load locally the interface between
two layers and to verify the bond strength. A strong interface
will remain unaffected under a calibrated load whereas a
weak one will fail. The delamination threshold is estimated
by subjecting similar samples to a shock. The load is gradually increased until a disbond is detected. The dynamic tensile
strength is then evaluated based on numerical simulations of
the experiments.
Each compressive wave reaching the back surface accelerates it, the arrival of a tensile wave induces a deceleration.
The back surface velocity is thus characteristic of the wave
propagation.
Unlike isotropic materials, the wave propagation in composite laminates is complex. Between each layer of the
laminate, the stress wave is both transmitted and reflected
depending on the impedance mismatch at the interface (Abrate
1998, Parga-Landa et al 1999, Datta 2000). The material
anisotropy also affects the wave propagation and the shockinduced damage (De Rességuier et al 2005, Millett et al 2007,
Ecault et al 2013).
3.2. Experimental configuration

Experiments have been achieved on laser facilities and on a
pulsed power generator. A typical experimental set-up is given
schematically in figure 1(a). High power lasers deliver a calibrated pulsed beam, that is focused on a sacrificial overlay
(black paint, Fox 1974). The irradiated surface is rapidly
vaporized into a high pressure plasma, inducing a compressive stress wave in the sample. In the fs regime (ELFIE, LULI,
Ecole Polytechnique, 1.057 µm wavelength, 30 J energy), the
very short shock wave is subjected to a strong attenuation
during its propagation and its duration can be extended up to a
ns, see more details in (Sano et al 2008, Cuq-Lelandais 2010).
In the ns regime (PIMM, Arts et Métiers ParisTech, 0.532 µm
wavelength, 1.5 J energy), a thin water overlay confines the
plasma in order to increase the load amplitude and duration
(Fabbro et al 1990, Berthe et al 1997).
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Figure 1. (a) Experimental set-up of the experiments, and (b) Time evolution of the loads, the pressure pulse duration is given at FWHM.

Table 2. Parameters of the experiments, the ply numeration is given starting with the loaded layer.

Geometry

Load

Ref

Specimen
configuration

Thickness
(µm)

Impact
source

τlaser at
FWHM

τload at
FWHM

Incident
Pmax (MPa)

Distance
delamination—back
surface (µm)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

1 ply
4 ply
8 ply
1 ply
4 ply
8 ply
8 ply

170
695
1310
165
605
1210
1330

ELFIE
ELFIE
ELFIE
PIMM
PIMM
PIMM
GEPI

300 fs
300 fs
300 fs
8 ns
8 ns
8 ns
/

70 ps
70 ps
70 ps
16 ns
16 ns
16 ns
450 ns

213 300
70 166
326 731
238
718
747
387

25–50 (within the ply)
45–65 (4th ply)
70–85 (8th ply)
1–170 (within the ply)
145–165 (interply 3–4)
150–165 (interply 7–8)
845–870 (interply 3–4)

The high pulsed power generator GEPI (GEnerateur de
Pression Isentropique, i.e. Isentropic Pressure Generator,
CEA Gramat) consists of a RLC circuit that discharges in
an aluminum strip-line insulated by a dielectric foil (ITHPP
1999, Hereil and Avrillaud 2006). It provides short compressive load with a 450 ns duration for the first pulse (µs regime),
followed by lower reloads of similar duration.
The time evolution of the incident pressure is given in
figure 1(b), the indicated shock duration τload corresponds to
the pressure pulse duration at FWHM.
The conditions of the experiments are reported in table 2.
The samples referenced A to G have been subjected to a load
just above their delamination threshold with increasing load
duration. The calculation of the incident shock pressure Pmax
is described in (Cuq-Lelandais 2010) and in the next subsection, respectively for the samples A to C (fs regime) and D to
G (ns to µs regime). The depth of the observed delamination
is the distance between the back surface and the main crack.
The load diameter is at least 2.5 mm. Since it is almost
twice larger than the samples thickness, the waves propagate
normal to the plies and the induced strain is uniaxial at the

center of the sample (stress mode I) (Salzmann et al 1988,
Boustie et al 2007). Tests were instrumented with Doppler
velocimetry at the back surface (opposite to the impact) with
a ns resolution (Barker and Hollenbach 1972).
3.3. Models configuration

The experiments have been modeled by finite element method
using ABAQUS© Explicit. Structured hexahedral elements
have been used to mesh the laminates. The mesh size is estimated by ΔL < (C0 × τload) / 6, so the wave propagates through
several elements. The step time is given by Δt < ΔL / C0, so
that the wave front does not cross more than one element
between two time increments. Details of the model can be
found in (Gay 2011). The wave damping is fully described in
(Cuq-Lelandais 2010) for the fs regime and (Gay 2011) for the
ns to µs regime.
The peak stress Pmax given in table 2 is estimated using
an inverse approach: the load amplitude is adjusted as an
input parameter of the model by fitting the amplitude of the
experimental and numerical back surface velocity as shown
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Figure 2. Experimental and computed velocity at the rear surface
of a 4 ply laminate subjected to a τload = 16 ns shock.

in figure 2. Since the experimental and numerical results have
the same time evolution with minor amplitude discrepancies,
this computation is considered accurate.
4. Effects of the load duration on the response of
the composites
The wave propagation is presented on a space-time diagram
on figure 3. The stress is given in the through-thickness direction, compression is shown in red and tension in blue. No
damage is taken into account in the simulations in order to
have a better tracking of the wave propagation and tensile
stress generation. At least 3 wave transits in the samples are
pictured, regardless of the sample thickness.
Figure 4 shows the cross-section micrographs of the recovered targets after a strong load. These results clearly evidence
that the tensile stress wave is able to locally delaminate the
sample at a sub-surface location. The position of this delamination is evidenced by the red arrows.
The single ply sample A has been subjected to a laser irradiation with a 300 fs duration (corresponding τload = 70 ps).
This peak compression is too small to be seen on the space
time diagram and the color scale has automatically been set
up for the other values of this graph. The amplitude of the
incident wave decreases by about 95% and its duration is
lengthened up to a ns due to the strong damping during the
first nanoseconds of propagation in the sample. The reflection of the incident wave at the back surface is then superimposed with the tensile wave reflected within the incident
epoxy layer (see figure 3). According to the computation, this
yields to a very local tension of 5.97 GPa (only 2.8% of the
incident load is converted to tension, at 147 µm from the incident surface). Sample A is delaminated where these tensile
waves meet and reinforce each others: 12 µm thick cracks are
observed at 25–50 µm from the back surface (see figure 4).
Since the load is monodimensional, the delamination plane
is normal to the direction of the shock propagation. Other
experiments on single ply composites have been performed
at different shock amplitudes on the same installation (Gay
2011). The delamination threshold is evaluated at an incident
pressure of [53.3–132.2] GPa. In this interval, delamination

may occur for reference composites. The ultimate tensile
stress is then estimated in the through-thickness direction in
[1490–3697] MPa from the maximal computed tension in the
ply (see section 3.3). This dynamic strength is much higher
than the static one due to the very high strain rate of the load.
4 and 8 ply laminates (respectively samples B and C) have
been subjected to a similar load. The hydrodynamic damping
and the wave reflections at the interfaces generate a relatively
lower tensile stress after propagating in these thicker samples.
The response of the samples is globally similar in both thickness configurations: the main tensile wave is generated by the
reflection of the incident wave at the back surface. It represents 0.59% and 0.34% of the incident load, respectively for
the 4 and 8 ply laminates. This tensile wave then propagates
from the back to the incident surface and is further attenuated.
Small amplitude waves are induced by the numerous reflections at the interfaces, but they are not of sufficient magnitude
to delaminate the samples. The shock-induced delamination
of the samples B and C, mainly in mode I (tensile stress), is
still intralaminar (i.e. within the ply, parallel to the interfaces)
near the back surface. It is smaller than the diameter of the
incident load, and is less wide for thicker targets due to the
lateral attenuation of the shock front. This very short load is
not suitable to verify the adhesion between plies.
The single ply sample D has been subjected to a laserinduced shock in the ns regime. In this configuration, the
attenuation is low and 91% of the incident load is transformed
into tension. The characteristic length of the stress wave
(τload × C0 = 46 µm) is in the same range as the sample thickness, the whole ply is thus subjected to a high stress. It shows
intralaminar brittle delamination normal to the interfaces,
generated by flexural stress. The ultimate stress is evaluated
in the interval [162–170] MPa in this configuration. It is much
lower than in the fs regime, because of the relatively lower
strain rate and the combined stresses.
4 and 8 ply samples (respectively samples E and F) have
been subjected to a similar load. The wavelength (46 µm) is
now small compared to the sample thickness and the stress is
spread locally (it is fully contained within a ply). The tensions
circled in black at t = 150 ns are generated within the first ply
near its interface with the second ply, by the interaction of
the reflected waves within the first and second plies (second
reflected tensile wave at ply 2/3 interface and first reflection
at ply 1/2 interface). It is not high enough to delaminate the
composites, but stronger loads can induce important tension
near the incident surface, up to delamination (Gay 2011). The
main tensile stress is then generated by the reflection of the
incident wave at the back surface. Its amplitude is important
in the whole laminate since the damping is low. The interply
between the 3rd and 4th ply is subjected to a high tension,
that is 2% lower than the stress within the 4th ply due to the
relatively low impedance of the epoxy. This tension represents
74% of the incident pressure (54% for the 8 ply sample F). The
attenuation is mainly attributed to the wave reflections at the
interfaces: they induce a 12.9% decrease of the stress during
the first wave propagation (24.2% in the 8 ply laminates).
A delamination is observed in the epoxy layer near the
back surface, i.e. between the 3rd and 4th ply (7th and 8th

Figure 3. Stress wave propagation in 1, 4 and 8 ply laminates for different load durations. The stress is given as a function of time and
thickness, compression in red, tension in blue (ABAQUS© Explicit simulation). No delamination is represented.

ply for the 8 ply sample). This shows that the ultimate tensile
stress of the interply is lower than the ply one, especially as
the interply is subjected to a slightly lower tensile stress. The
4th ply tends to pull out from the sample E. The intralaminar
delamination could have been induced by the flexural stress
generated during the removal of the last ply. Once again, the
delamination area is smaller than the laser spot due to the lateral attenuation of the shock front (Boustie et al 2007).
The dynamic tensile strength between plies is evaluated at
[266–318] MPa and [275–308] MPa, respectively for the 4 and
8 ply laminates. It is still much higher than the static ultimate
tensile stress ([110–130] MPa (Gay 2005)) due to the high
strain rate of the load.
The 8 ply sample G has been subjected to a 387 MPa ramp
compression load with a τload = 450 ns duration. The induced
wave is spread out in the whole sample thickness (wavelength

= τload × C0 = 1.3 mm, no experiment has been thus performed
on 1 and 4 ply composites). The stress waves are less attenuated than in the fs and ns regimes. The maximal tensile stress
is generated when the reflection of the incident wave finishes
to be superimposed to the compressive wave (unloading). All
the plies (except the bottom and top plies) are subjected to a
high tension. The reloads have a limited influence on the magnitude of the tension but they reduce its duration (to 330 ns).
The reflections at the interfaces between plies are negligible
compared to these principal waves, since the wavelength is
larger than the layers thickness.
Sample G shows an interlaminar delamination (< 25 µm)
between the 3rd and 4th ply from the front surface, in agreement with the location of the maximal tensile stress in the computation. This position is not far from Antoun’s basic model
(for homogeneous materials) that gives C0 × τload/2 = 648 µm

Figure 4. Transverse microscopic observations of 1, 4 and 8 ply composites subjected to a shock of different load durations. The loading
zone and the shock-induced delamination are respectively indicated by the white and red arrows.

from the back surface. The ultimate tensile stress in the
through-thickness direction is [255–296] MPa. It is in the
same range as in the ns regime due to a close strain rate.
5. Discussion
This work highlights the ability of short shocks to generate
a tailored tension in composites samples. The effects of load
duration and sample thickness are discussed here. Main results
are given in figure 5.
Figure 5(a) shows the position of the shock-induced delamination (i.e. its distance from the back surface) depending on
the shock duration. The position of the main stress, and consequently the delamination, is located deeper when increasing
the load duration. The global trend for the 8 ply composites is
plotted in thin red line. However, this relation is approximate
since the material is heterogeneous.

In the fs regime, the wave is spread very locally, it could
be used to verify the adhesion of the interphase between fibres
and matrix (Yu and Gupta 1998). The position of the maximal
tension depends on the wave reflections at the ply/interply
interfaces (see figure 3).
The wavelength of a shock load with a 16 ns duration is
about 50 µm. Single ply samples are thus mostly subjected to
a flexural load. Laser pulses in the fs regime are more suitable
to generate uniaxial tension in thin composites. This confirms
that the load parameters have to be adjusted depending on the
target thickness.
The delamination of thicker laminates in the ns regime
is observed between the two rear plies, since interplies are
weaker than plies. A load duration of a few hundreds of ns
is appropriate to generate tension at a deeper location within
thick samples, since the wavelength is in the mm range. In
our experiments, a restriction on the sample thickness remains

Figure 5. Effects of the load duration and sample thickness: (a) on the location of the delamination, and (b) on the ultimate tensile stress.

due to the stress wave attenuation, but it is possible to test
thicker samples using long pressure pulses (Bossi et al 2009).
Figure 5(b) shows the evolution of the through-thickness
strength depending on the shock duration. It is approximate,
since the mode (tensile/flexural stress) and the location (within
the ply/interply) of the loads are different from one configuration to another. However, the ultimate tensile stress of the
composites decreases from the fs to the µs regime.
In the fs regime, the ultimate tensile stress of single ply
composites is particularly high, due to the extreme strain rate
of the load. It decreases for thicker laminates, since the hydrodynamic attenuation of the wave reduces the strain rate of the
load. These intervals could be refined by performing further
experiments just below and above the delamination threshold.
In the ns regime, the shock waves are less attenuated. The
ultimate tensile stress of 4 and 8 plies composites (292 MPa on
average) is almost twice higher than for the single ply composites (166 ± 4 MPa), because the laminates have been subjected
to a pure mode I stress. They have similar strength, since they
have been subjected to a very similar load. However, the incident load required to delaminate a 8 ply sample is higher (+36%)
due to the stress wave attenuation. It is mostly attributed to the
propagation through the numerous interfaces and to the attenuation in a twice as thick sample. The ultimate tensile stress
is in the same range as the strength calculated by Perton et al
(2011) (σlim = 340 MPa under similar conditions), Yu and Gupta
(1998) (σlim = 214 MPa for the CFRP composites Hercules AS4
3502 subjected to a 16–20 ns laser-generated shock) and Riedel
et al (2004) (σlim = 250 MPa for CFRP composites subjected to
a plate impact at a strain rate of 150 000 s−1).
The ultimate tensile stress remains steady from the ns to
µs regime since the load is similar (mode I in the interply):
respectively 292 ± 17 MPa and 276 ± 20 MPa for the 8 ply
laminates.
6. Conclusion
The response of 1, 4 and 8 ply CFRP laminates to a dynamic
load normal to the fibres direction has been studied in this

paper. The position and duration of the tension is tailored by
modifying the shock characteristics: short shock waves induce
a very local stress; a deeper and wider tensile wave is generated by longer shock.
This study provides an original database from ultra-high
strain rate to dynamic load, that could be used to evaluate the
response of CFRP laminates to a shock. It helps to optimize
the mechanisms of stress generation at the different interfaces,
in order to evaluate their adhesion.
Further works concern the use of high power laser with
variable pulse duration (ranging from ns to µs) to complete the
presented data. This would give the ability to interrogate the
strength of any interply.
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